CFR/ECFR and Staff Responder
Motorola Pager
User Guide
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Introduction
This guide is intended to show the main user functions of the Motorola pager and general
procedures relating to its use by CFRs, ECFRs, Staff Responders and BASICS Doctors,
acting on behalf of North West Ambulance Service NHS Trust.

Safety Notice
Please note: Under no circumstances should the pager be used whilst driving. This includes
both the reading of, and sending of messages whilst enroute to an incident.
Responders should abide by the Highway Code and Road Traffic Act at all times when
responding to an incident or returning home.

Geofence or Radius?
Motorola/Airwave pagers have the facility to be set up to a CFR group’s geofence and/or
with a 3 mile radius around the GPS location of the pager.

The Device
The function of the buttons of the Motorola Pager are context sensitive and vary according
to the information on the screen or the actions being carried out. A basic guide is shown
below.
Alert
Profile

Signal
Strength

Battery
Strength

Function
button

Context Specific
Buttons

Short Press:
Volume Control
Long Press:
Emergency Alarm
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Turning the Pager on


Press and hold the side button (top left-hand side of device)

The pager will switch on, briefly presenting a
Welcome screen and ISSI number.
The screen will then indicate that the device is Locked and request a PIN code is entered.

To enter the PIN code press the “Function Button” then use
the up/down arrows to scroll through the numbers starting
from 0 and select the displayed number by pressing the
“Function Button”. (Hint: you can scroll straight to 9 by
pressing the up arrow)

The Display will then present a “0” on the next position and
you can use the arrows again to scroll through to the correct
number and select by pressing the “Function Button”. Once
the full 4 digit PIN is correctly displayed, select “Done” by
pressing the left hand Context Key.
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Turning the pager off
To Turn the device off, press and hold the same
button on the top left hand side of the unit.

Volume Control
From the main screen, pressing the Up/Down arrows will adjust the alert tone volume.
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Messages
Motorola Pagers can receive both preset messages from EOC
(offer/mobilisation/confirmation messages) and free text messages typed by a dispatcher
in EOC.
Pager Users can only send pre-set status messages.
From the main screen, pressing the right hand context button (messages) will take you to
the messages menu.

The Options available are
 Inbox
This contains messages received


Outbox

This contains messages sent by the user



Templates

This contains a pre-set list of status messages available to a user.

Use the Up/Down arrows to highlight the required option and the left hand context key to
“Select”.

When a new message is received, the device will activate
and audible alert and the “New Message” screen will be
displayed:

The Message can be opened by pressing the left hand
Context Key “Read”.
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InBox
Once in the Inbox, received messages are displayed with the sending ISSI number. The
newest message is at the top.
The envelope Icon next to the message indicates if the message has been read or not.

The Bar at the side of the
screen indicates now
messages in the inbox are
being displayed – so in this
example you can see you
need to scroll down to
access messages not
displayed.

Not Read

Read

Incoming messages will usually be an offer/mobilisation
message or a manual text message from the Despatcher,
providing additional information.
To Open a message, press the left hand Context Key
“Read” or to go back to the previous screen, press the right
hand Context Key “Back”.

Once the message has been read, you can reply to it by pressing the left hand Context
Key “Reply”. This takes you to the Template message menu and an appropriate response
can be selected and sent.
If the message received is information, you should send an acknowledgement to let the CFR
desk know you have read the message or if you need to speak to them, send a Request
Speech message.
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If there are unread messages in your inbox, the closed
envelope icon will remain at the top of the screen until
the message is read.

Outbox (Sent Items)
The Outbox looks the same as the Inbox, but contains
messages sent by you to EOC.
This is a good way to verify a message has been sent if
you are unsure. The Timestamp will also be displayed.

Deleting Messages
The pager will store a maximum of 20 messages in either the Outbox or Inbox and then it
will start to overwrite them, so you will only ever have the last 20 messages.
If you want to manually delete a message you can do this by highlighting the message
from the Inbox/Outbox and pressing the Function Button.
This presents a new menu with options to:

It is not envisaged that “Store”, “Protect” or “Forward” will be needed, however, “Delivery
Status” may be useful if a user is unsure if a message has been successfully delivered.
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There are 2 options available for deleting messages.


Delete Message



Delete all

Use the up/down arrow to
highlight the required
option and the left hand
Context Key to “Select” and complete the required action.
A message will be displayed, confirming the action has
been completed.
Note: Please do not attempt to delete pre-set messages
from the Templates folder!!!

Template Messages
All Pagers have a list of 16 Template Messages or Status Messages which are used to
update EOC on your progress throughout your shift.
These are accessed by pressing the right hand context key and using the arrow buttons to
scroll to “Templates” and the left hand context key to “select”.

Step 1: Press Right
hand Context Key
“Messages”

Step 2: Use arrow
keys to highlight
“Templates”

Step 3: Press Left
hand Context Keys
“Select”

The List of Pre-set Status Messages will now be displayed on the screen.
Use the Arrow keys to highlight the required Status Message.
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1. Available
2. Unavailable
3. Acknowledge
4. Can Attend
5. Cannot Attend
6. Mobile to incident
7. Arrived on scene
8. Clear, ambulance dealing
9. Patient deteriorating
10. Patient Cardiac Arrest
11. Request Priority Speech
12. Rquest Speech
13. Returning Safe Location
14. Arrived Safe Location
15. Cannot find Address
16. Emergency

To Send any of these status messages, simply use the Arrow Keys to highlight the required
message, and then use the left hand context key to “Send”.

The screen will confirm a
message has been sent.
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Signing on
At the start of each period of availability the responder
should sign on by sending an “Available” Status from the
Pager.
This will make the pager visible to the Emergency
Operations Centre(EOC) staff.
“Available” can be found in the list of Template
Messages:
Messages/templates/1.Available/send

A message will be
displayed on the screen
confirming that the
message has been
sent:

You will then receive a message from EOC confirming you have been booked on duty.

This message should be acknowledged, by pressing the left hand
Context Key “Reply”. This takes you back to the Template list and
you can scroll down to “Acknowledge” and “Send”.

Any confirmation messages received during the sign-on process
DO need to be acknowledged before being deleted from the device.
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Signing off
When you wish to sign off at the end of your period of
availability, you do so by sending an “Unavailable
message” from the Template list.

This will sign you off the
system.
You will receive a confirmation message from the EOC – this
confirmation does not need acknowledging and can be
deleted.

Responding to an Incident
Receiving a job offer
When an incident occurs within the geofence or radius allocated to the pager, an offer
message will be received.
The Pager will alert in the same way as for any other message and a “new message”
indication will be displayed on the screen.

The job offer will contain details of the incident type and the
word “Offer?”.

The information contained in the job offer can be viewed by
scrolling through the message using the “More” button or the
down arrow.
Example 1:
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Example 2

Display settings can be
adjusted to reduce text size
and display more text on the
screen:

When a job offer is received by the pager the responder must respond by sending either of
the following status messages:
 Can attend


Cannot attend

Using the left hand Context Key to “Reply” to message will take you to the Template
message list. Use the up/down arrow keys to highlight the required response and “Send”
Context Key to send the message: A Confirmation will be received.

If you have sent a Cannot Attend message
no further action is required.
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Allocation to a job
If you have sent a “Can Attend” message in response to a job offer, you should at this point
make your way to your vehicle in readiness to respond to the incident.
If you have sent a can attend message and are required to
attend the incident you will be sent a further Mobilisation
message which indicates you have been put into the job by
the despatcher.
This is very similar to the “Offer” message, but does not
contain the word “Offer” and Includes the Incident Number.

You should now send a “Mobile to Incident” message in reply.
If you are not required the despatcher may send a stand down message.
It should also be noted that the CFR desk can manually put you into an incident without an
offer message being sent. In this case, you will just receive the Mobilisation message
without the words “Offer?”.
This is likely to happen when you have been stood down from an incident and are being
allocated a new one, but could also happen because the incident would not fall into a
category normally auto paged by the system but it has been identified as appropriate by
the CFR Desk.
The manual allocation of the job would normally be expected to follow a phone call
from the desk who would confirm you are able to attend verbally.

Receiving a stand down message
Should you be enroute to an incident, information my come to light
as the call progresses that the scene is not safe, or the CFR desk
may wish to stand you down from an incident either because a
vehicle is nearer or they wish to divert you to another incident.
You should find a safe and appropriate place to stop your vehicle
and reply with an “acknowledge” message to inform the CFR
Desk that you have received the message and have acted upon
it.
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Sending a Mobile Incident message
Before setting off to the incident, a Mobile Incident message should be sent to record the
time of departure.
Use the left hand Context Key to “Reply” to the mobilization message. This takes you to the
Templates list. Use the up/down arrows to highlight “Mobile to Incident” and the Context
Key “Send” to send.

A confirmation will be received back from EOC, but there is no need to acknowledge this.
Once you have sent a Mobile Incident message you should make your way to the incident.
The pager should not be used in any circumstance while the vehicle is enroute to the
incident.

Arriving Scene
Once you have arrived at the incident you should send an “Arrived On Scene” message by
going through the messages menu to the Templates list.

Again – confirmation will be received but there is no need to acknowledge the confirmation
message.
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Clearing Scene
When you are ready to clear scene, you should send the Clear Scene message (Clr Amb
De” from the Templates list.
Once you have sent a Clear Scene message you can also send a Rtn Safe Loc’ion and
Arr Safe Loc’ion message to inform the CFR desk that you are returning home or to a
rendezvous point and then to confirm you have arrived safely.

Additional Messages
The following pre-set messages are also available if required during your duty or whilst
responding to an incident:
Cannot find address
Can be sent if you are unable to find the address you have been sent to. Alternatively you
may wish to call the CFR Desk and ask for guidance or send a Request Speech message.
Pt Deteriorated
If you arrive on scene and the patient’s condition is worse than the incident message
indicated, or your patient deteriorates whilst awaiting an ambulance, sending this message
will inform the CFR Desk who will then be able to prioritise the response.
Pt Cardiac Arrest
If your patient arrests, sending this message will allow the CFR Desk to mobilise the
appropriate response to you and allocate the necessary priority to it.
Rq Pri Speech
Requesting priority speech will result in the CFR desk ringing you at the earliest possible
opportunity. This request will be treated as a priority.
Rq Speech
If you would like a call from the CFR Desk but it is not a priority, for example to request a
vehicle ETA, use this option.
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Emergency Button
Whilst a responder would never knowingly be sent into an incident
where there was any danger there is always a possibility that a
situation may arise where the responder feels unsafe.
The Pager has the facility to send an emergency message to the
EOC which will prompt the DESPATCHER to dispatch Police to the
incident.
To send an emergency message to the EOC


Press and Hold the Down Arrow for 3 seconds



When the button is released your screen will display an
Emergency Message confirmation

This will bring up a red warning message on the Despatcher’s
screen indicating that a responder is in danger.
Try to remove yourself from any danger by leaving the address, etc if this is possible. Leave
all kit etc as this can be recovered later.
Whilst it is unlikely that an emergency message would be sent in error, there is always that
possibility.
If you have sent the message in error, and are in an area with good phone signal phone the
CFR desk immediately to inform them of the erroneous message.
If you have no or poor signal, the emergency message can be cancelled by immediately
sending a Request Priority Speech message. (Rq Pri Speech)
Please note: Due to the potential risk to a responder, when an emergency message
is received by the EOC, if a telephone call or Priority Text Message Request is not
received within 1 minute, a call will be made to mobilise Police to your location.
If you cancel the emergency message by sending the Request Priority Speech message the
CFR Desk will acknowledge receipt by sending you a text message.
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Settings
From the Main Screen you can access settings
and device information by either using the left
hand Context Key to selection “Options” or by
pressing the “Function button”.

Selecting “Options” presents the talkgroup folder.
Talkgroups should not be tampered with and therefore users are
requested not to access this option.
Pressing the “Function Button” presents the following Main Menu:
 Messages


Setup – audio, display and date/time



My Info

Messages
Selecting “Messages” by using the Up/Down Arrows to highlight “Messages” and then
selecting the Left hand Context Key “Select” presents the main Message menu.

Setup
Selecting “Setup” by using the Up/Down
Arrows to highlight “Setup” and then
selecting the Left hand Context Key
“Select” presents the following options:
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Audio Profile
Audio Profile allows the user to select from 3 audio settings:

The Audio Icon on the top of the screen
will change colour to indicate which
profile is active:

Standard = Amber/yellow – this should be used in most circumstances
Silent = Red – this should be avoided as users may forget to change it back
Home Station = Green – indicates the device is docked (automatically changes back to
previous profile when removed from the dock.
Display

“Display” allows the user to change font size, backlight and brightness – Users should
select a setting which makes the screen easy to read for them based on their eyesight and
where the device is being used.
Users may wish to reduce the font size to increase how much text can be seen on the
screen without having to scroll down as shown below:
Small Font Size

Large Font Size
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Date/Time
The date and time will be set on the device when you receive it, but you may need to
change the time for BST/GMT as this will not automatically update.

Audio Settings
My Info
My Info provides access to:


My Private Num;



Radio Info;



Battery Info.

My Private Num
Selecting “My Private Num” displays the ISSI number:
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Radio Info
Selecting “Radio Info” displays information about the device:
 Make;


Model;



Software version;



ISSI Number;



TEI Number;



Serial Number

Battery Info
Selecting “Battery Info” displays how much charge is in the battery.

The charging port is on the
bottom of the device.
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Fault Reporting

Any Faults or technical issues should be reported to the NWAS Support Centre on

0345 155 0334
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